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Abstract. In this paper we summarize our recent effort and results in theoretical
study of the emittance issues of multistaged Laser Wakefield Accelerator (LWFA) in
TeV energy range. In such an energy regime the luminosity and therefore the emit-
tance requirements become very stringent and tantamount to the success or failure of
such an accelerator. The system of such a machine is very sensitive to jitters due to
misalignment between the beam and the wakefield. In particular, the effect of jitters in
the presence of a strong focusing wakefield and initial longitudinal phase space spread
of the beam leads to severe transverse emittance degradation of the beam. To improve
the emittance we introduce several methods: a mitigated wakefield focusing by work-
ing with a plasma channel, an approximately synchronous acceleration in a superunit
setup, the "horn" model based on exactly synchronous acceleration achieved through
plasma density variation and lastly an algorithm based on minimization of the final
beam emittance to actively control the stage displacement of such an accelerator.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of LWFA was originally proposed by Tajima and Dawson [1], Since
then there has been significant advance in this area. For a review, see Esarey et al
[2]-
In pursuit of the next energy frontier, a laser-based wakefield linear e+e collider
at high energies (such as 5 TeV) has been considered for which many wakefield
units are needed to reach the desired energy. However, the high energy is not the
only requirement, such a collider demands an extremely small beam emittance and
thus extremely precise beam handling. To identify the crucial physical and tech-
nological problems associated with this, a systems approach through a dynamical
map has been introduced [3-5]. There was also an earlier study on a 5 TeV laser-
wakefield collider [6]. Emittance degradation in TeV-accelerators for the case of a
full filamentation in the transverse phase space was considered in ref. [7].
In [5], the study of emittance degradation in the presence of jitters, associated
with stochastic misalignment between the beam and the wakefields was carried
out where the plasma medium is uniform and the beam is accelerated over a full
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quarter-wave region. One finds that the system is sensitive to transverse offsets
due to the wakefield averaging over the entire accelerating phase and thus typically
providing a very strong focusing.
A possible way to decrease the strong focusing wakefield is to use the hollow
channel design [8]. A drawback is that due to the finite density gradient near the
wall of the cavity, there is a local plasma frequency which would match the wakefield
frequency and lead to resonance absorption [9]. In [5], numerical models with beam
acceleration over a full quarter-wave-region were considered. These models are for
both without involving the plasma channel and with the plasma channel ignoring
the resonance absorption effect. The former will be referred to as the CTHY model
and the latter the CTHY1 model and are briefly described in Sec.2.
Prom a general consideration, one expects that the emittance degradation should
depend on the phase-range through which the acceleration occurs. Using two dif-
ferent approaches [10,11] we explore ways to improve the resilience against jitters
through variations of the loading phase and also of the phase interval of acceleration.
Computer simulation indicates that when the acceleration phase is approximately
fixed (the phase slip is small) there is an inverse power behavior (for a fixed final en-
ergy of the particles), in particular, the emittance degradation decreases like l/NT,
where NT is the total number of acceleration units. This confirms the theoretical
expectation of CTHY deduced from a statistical theory [5]. The inverse power law
suggested that through the use of small acceleration intervals one may be able to
achieve high resilience against jitters. The second approach is to work with a syn-
chronous acceleration model, where there is no phase slip at all. It was pointed out
by Katsouleas [12] over a decade ago that synchronous acceleration can be achieved
by varying the plasma density. More specifically, consider the case where the local
density along the beam direction is gradually increasing. Then the wavelength of
the plasma waves, on which the beam electrons are riding, becomes shorter and
shorter. If the rate of the phase-slip of the beam electrons exactly matches the
rate of the phase advance due to the shrinkage of the plasma waves, a continuous
acceleration without any phase-slip may be achieved. From a study on the hydro-
dynamics of a nozzle flow [13], we find that if there is a steady flow opposite to the
direction of the beam propagation, by fine tuning the increase of the nozzle cross
section along the beam, one can control the corresponding increase of the plasma
density and in turn achieve a synchronous acceleration. Here the acceleration unit
has a horn shape and we refer to this model as the "horn model" [11]. Based on
the Katsouleas's matching condition, we have derived a set of analytic expressions
which have been incorporated in the dynamical map. Our work [11] also takes
into account the conservation of energy in the context of the pump-depletion effect
[14] and the adiabatic invariance property throughout the acceleration process [15].
The computer simulations for the horn model with a small loading phase show a
definite improvement over CTHY model. Lastly we propose an active alignment
control which can significantly reduce the final emittance of the beam as illustrated
by our preliminary numerical results. The analysis in done by introducing a feed-
back in our multistage systems code which adjusts the accelerator stages based on
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the calculation of the final emittance only and minimization criteria.
MULTISTAGE ACCELERATION, MAP APPROACH
AND EMITTANCE DEGRADATION
In general, TeV center of mass energies of colliding particles require multistage
acceleration even if we assume large acceleration gradients typical for the plasma
based accelerators. To study such an accelerator system we introduced a map
approach described in [3-5]. The longitudinal phase space transformations (for the
differential phase 5W and the differential Lorenz factor $7 , respectively) stage by
stage are described by the longitudinal map:
<J*n+i = **n (1)
<$7n+i = 27|$0(cos(Ws + A) - cos *,)<**„ + 57n, (2)
where n enumerates the stage, Ws is the "synchronous" or the loading phase, A
is the phase slippage, jp is the Lorenz factor of the plasma wave, and <3>o ~ &Q5
where a0 is the normalized vector potential of the laser. Characteristic for these
equations is that the particles are extremely relativistic (7 ̂  105 — 107) so that the
synchrotron oscillation frequency approaches zero. Transverse motion is described
by the following equation (for each stage, z is defined with respect to the beginning
point of this stage along the beam propagation direction)
x + (*$ sin (wsz + Ws + 6^n)x = 0, (3)
where x = 4-?,
and x = y/7 x. In Eq. (4), rs is the laser spot size and kp is the plasma wavenumber.
For analytic solution additional approximations are needed. The analysis here is
based on harmonic oscillator model and free drift of the particles between the
stages. So the transverse map becomes
_ L
^ w a 5 M a ~
cos(ujl)
CJ g p g p  n i
where I = A/CJS is the stage length. In Eq. (6), uj is the betatron frequency1 (in
units of 1/m), and Mgap is for a free drift space. We have also considered Mgap in
In Eq. (6) the betatron frequency u is defined by a;2 = u;| < sinW >, for details, see [11].
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which magnets are included [10,11]. Even though our simplified notation in Eq. (6)
does not explicitly show it, it is important to remember that the transverse matrix
depends on the stage number (since particles are being accelerated and a; oc -^=)
and also is different for different particles due to the spread in a; which in turn is
caused by the particle spread in the longitudinal phase space ((5W5 £7).
We now introduce errors [5] in the accelerating structure, namely jitter of the
aligned wakefield (by whatever mechanism) stage by stage. The result of this is a
phase space mixing, which depends on absolute spread of the betatron frequencies
and jitter magnitude. It degrades the transverse emittance of the beam. Typical
strength of the focusing force is of great importance for the rate at which mixing
and correspondingly the emittance degradation takes place. In our model the dis-
location of the aligned position of each stage is a stochastic variable with Gaussian
distribution of standard deviation crp. The transverse map is modified according
to




The stochastic map (8) leads to a transverse emittance degradation. Computer
simulation with small random dislocations of magnitude a-p = 1-10~7 m is presented
in Figure la and Figure Ic [4]. We see that in this case (corresponds to design I
in [6]) we have a severe emittance growth (the initial normalized emittance is 2.2
nm). Additional results can be found in [3-5]. In general, the problem can be cured
by decreasing the focusing of the accelerator system. One possible way is to use a
plasma channel [8,9]. It provides a linear weak focusing and we showed in [4] that
its performance in a collider application is promising.
A detailed study of the map and emittance degradation properties can be found
in [5]. In the limit of small betatron frequency a;, namely a; I < 1 and small distance
between the stages and in fixed energy approximation the emittance growth after
N stages as shown in [5] is:
Ae«i7o;(a,/)24Ar. (9)
The alignment errors introduce randomness in the phase space particle positions
upon reentry to the next stage, the differential betatron oscillations mix these
positions causing an emittance growth. This is valid in the case of a small drift
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FIGURE 1. The normalized ar-emittance vs. stage number and the transverse phase
space before and after the acceleration to 2.5 TeV for weak and strong wakefield prop-
erties. Parameters for the CTHY model, i.e. the strong focusing case (uniform plasma)
are 7P = 100, L = 15 cm, e!J = 2.2nm, rs = 0.5mm, ao = 0.5, dislocation size=0.1/mi,
<77/7=0.01, a^i = 0.01. Parameters used for the CTHY1 model, i.e. the weak focusing
(plasma channel) are given in Sec. 2
L <C L If this is not the case, but Lu <C 1 is still satisfied we can modify the above
equation by introducing u? = (jjJl/(l + L). Then the betatron phase advance per
stage (wakefield and drift) is given by w'(l + L) and in all formulas cj should be
replaced by a/ and I by I + L.
Since the energy increases Eq. (9) needs to be further modified. Denote the
Lorenz factor increase per stage by A7. In the adiabatic limit we obtain
1/2
\
Win 1 + (10)
where now 7 is the initial particle Lorenz factor and a; is the initial betatron fre-
quency. Typically A7 w e^c2° = a%kpl, where EQ is the nonrelativistic wavebreak-
ing field, and a; oc -^ < sin^ >x/2, so we obtain
Aeoc '\ Nln 7 / sin*
3/2 (11)
A very important result is the strong dependence of the emittance growth on the
magnitude of the betatron frequency (or wakefield curvature). Of course, better
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control of the errors reduces the emittance degradation. We can also see from Eq.
(11) that for a fixed final energy reducing the length of a single stage decreases
the emittance growth. This point is exploited in the next section. Scalings of
the emittance growth with various parameters can be found in [5]. When the
number of stages is relatively small and the phase space mixing is not complete,
numerical results appear to be the only reliable way to analyze the properties of the
map, analytical estimations are rather difficult. Analytical estimations of emittance
growth due to stage misalignment valid in the case of full filamentation (phase space
mixing) in a single stage can be found in [7]. In this limit (corresponds to a very
strong focusing of the wakefield) , control over the emittance growth can be achieved
only by precise handling of the beam (namely error control better than the beam
size). The results in this limit are reproduced in our theory by replacing the factor
ujl in Eq. (9) by unity.
From the computer simulations for the small emittance design [6] for a multi TeV
collider we see that in the case of an initially homogeneous plasma it is difficult to
avoid a severe emittance growth of the accelerated beam in the presence of small
alignment errors stage-by-stage based on reasonable parameters (laser spot size,
dislocation size and number of stages). The difficulty is primarily due to the fact
that the wakefield focusing too strong in this case. The above considerations do
not include the transverse nonlinear effects which also contribute to the emittance
increase.
A possible way to decrease the focusing is the "hollow channel" design proposed
by [8] in which a preformed vacuum channel in an underdense plasma is discussed.
This case offers several important advantages: the focusing force is almost exactly
(because the phase velocity of the wakemode is very close to the speed of light)
linear and weak in the channel (the weak focusing is a very important improvement
over that of a uniform plasma case); there exists a stable propagation solution for
the laser mode; the acceleration gradient is very uniform in transverse coordinates
within the channel. A drawback is the loss in the magnitude of the accelerating
field. The equations for the wakefield in the channel can be found in [8]. There are
no major changes to our previous map scheme, there is a reduction in $0 and the
magnitude of the focusing changes:
where kch is the wake wavenumber. Since the jp factor is usually large the mag-
nitude of the focusing force decreases significantly. Run shown on Figure la and
Figure Ib [4] indicates a significant improvement over the previous design. Here we
are able to preserve even design I [6] normalized emittance of 2.2 nm. The param-
eters of the CTHY1 model are: 7^ = 150, the channel radius a = 30/rni, the laser
spot size rs = 50pm, the plasma density (outside the channel) n = 5 • 1016cm~3,
the laser wavelength A « 1pm, and the drift space of 0.3 m. The magnitude of the
stage dislocations is increased to op = 0.5pm. The remaining parameters are the
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same as in the CTHY case. Prom the graphs we see that the emittance growth of
the accelerated beam is now practically negligible and the design is more promis-
ing. Unfortunately, there is an additional effect: because in reality we have a finite
density gradient it leads to a resonant absorption where the local plasma frequency
matches the wakefield frequency. This effect has been studied in [9], where an ex-
pression for the quality factor of the hollow channel is derived. Possible low values
of this factor limit the acceleration of multiple bunches in a single shot created
wakefield. Another way to decrease the wakefield curvature is through the use of
transversely shaped laser pulses. A "flat top" laser pulse would produce a small
curvature wakefield and correspondingly small focusing force. Creation and propa-
gation of such pulses needs to be studied. In the case of PWFA the density shaping
of the driver electron bunch can be achieved by using octuple magnets. Lastly
we note that in the weak focusing cases achieved in plasma the collision-induced
emittance degradation becomes important, since it is inversely proportional to the
betatron frequency. Correspondingly, there is an optimal wakefield focal strength.
We will present the results on this in a follow-up paper.
DESIGN ISSUES, APPROXIMATELY SYNCHRONOUS
ACCELERATION, HORN MODEL
Accelerator with superunits, chips and magnets
For a fixed final energy it is advantageous [10,11] to increase the number of
acceleration stages to have better control of the emittance. See Figure 2. In such
scenario of having a very large number of stages, each stage becomes very short
(e.g. of the order of 1 cm) and we are led to consider a superunit which is made
out of many short tubes or chips, the wakefield within each chip is created by an
independent laser pulse. We consider distances of the order of 1m between adjacent
superunits to allow the experimental set up needed to maintain superunits including
magnets placed over a certain period of length to ensure the quality of the beam.
We have considered an illustrative system:
• Total energy: 2.5 TeV, which is used as each of the two arms of the 5 TeV
collider. The acceleration is from 0.5 TeV to 2.5 TeV.
• Total number of superunits (SU): 500
• Within one super-unit (SU) there are:
- 100 stages per SU, and
- gap = tube = 0.83 cm.
• There is a large-gap between two adjacent super-units: 1m
• Length of the accelerator: about 1300 m.
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Total stages (units of 1K stages)
FIGURE 2. Multistages [11]: (1) Gap=10 tubes, <jp=l, 0.5, & 0.1 /mi, (2) Gap=tube,
a-D=l /^m, (3) Gap=tube, (jp=0.5 & 0.1 p,m. Each case is compared with the inverse power
law I/NT- NT is the total number of stages.
We proceed to look at how emittance degradation varies as a function of the loading
phase for the system of superunits with chips. Prom Eq. (9) one expects in some
average sense
ex a;3 oc (sinWm)3/2, (12)
where ^fm is the mean phase of the beam, taken to be ^m = Ws + 0.5A. Here
Ws is the loading phase and A the total phase slip. This implies that that the
resilience of the present system against jitters can be further improved , at least in
the small loading phase region, by lowering the loading phase value. We consider
two loading phases, i.e. Ws = 0.15 rad and Ws = 0.05 rad. Figure 3 (taken
from [11]) shows the interim emittance degradation for three cases. There are 50K
stages and all cases are at the final energy of 2.5 TeV. The stochastic theory if
applicable implies that the intermediate emittance should grow approximately2,
linearly with the number of stages. Approximate mean linear behavior is observed
for curves a and b. For curve c, there is a rapid rise up to about 20% of the total
stages, which is followed by an approximately linear mean behavior. To conclude,
within the present chip-model the final emittance has been reduced to say less than
2) This approximate linearity is valid as is Eq. (9) only under assumption of a constant typical
energy beam transport. Obviously, the linearity is not a good approximation for very large JV,
when the asvmntotic behavior is Ae oc \/NlnN as seen from En. fll)r y p ^ l   fr  q. (11
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FIGURE 3. The interim emittance degradation behavior as the beam particles traverse through
the system of a chip model for aD = 0.1/Mn. For each case, a solid line of a linear behavior is
included to guide the eyes.
Curve a: Total stages: 50K, ^s = 0.15 rad.
Curve b: Total stages: 50K? *s = 0.05 rad.
Curve c: Total stages: 20K, Ws = 0.05 rad.
2e0, where e0 is the initial normalized transverse emittance of 2.2nm. This is to be
compared to the situation in the CTHY model, where the final emittance is beyond
lOOeo- This, however, is at the expense of introducing 50 times more laser pulses,
which increases the power consumption by many folds. Thus it has severe practical
limitations. These limitations might be ameliorated by adopting a technique to flip
a phase by TT by introducing two counterpropagating lasers with slightly different
colors (G. Shvets' method [16]).
Synchronous Acceleration
As mentioned earlier for the "horn model" [11], synchronous acceleration may be
achieved through a specific variation of the plasma density [12]. Consider a steady
adiabatic flow of a fluid from a reservoir through a nozzle say in the z direction.
Let the static fluid density of the fluid in the reservoir be p05 which will be referred
to as the quiescent density. Denote the fluid density at z along the nozzle be p(z).
In the [11] we showed that based on fluid dynamics [13] the following relation is
valid:
A(z) = const
Po \ Po (13)
where 7 is the usual ratio of the specific heat at a constant pressure to that at a
constant volume. The region of interest is characterized by a subsonic fluid flow
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FIGURE 4. The Horn model and the matching condition
(see Figure 4a), where there is a one-to-one relationship between the cross sectional
area A, and the plasma density p. By increasing the cross section along the beam
direction in a specified way one may achieve the required density function. Looking
down the stream of the beam, the accelerator consists of a system of aligned horns,
although in some cases the increase in radius may be slight. This is the reason
why we refer to the present model as the "horn model" . See Figure 4b. We now
come to Katsouleas's matching condition, see Figure 4c. Consider the wakefield
acceleration of a beam electron which is located at the center of the beam. Let
the "loading number" Nioad be the number of wave crests the electron is lagging
behind the laser pulse. If the initial electron phase relative to the local wakefield ,
as defined earlier, is ^s, then the electron phase relative to the laser pulse defined
by the local plasma wave number kp is
where Si is the distance from the electron to the pulse measured in the rest frame of
the pulse. To motivate the matching condition, for the time being imagine the horn
has been divided into many segments. We will assume that the density is constant
within each segment. For the ith and the i+lth segments, the wave numbers are kpi
and kpi+i, respectively. The ith segment has a width Az and has a phase-slip A^.
Here its phase relative to the pulse measured by the wave number of the ith segment
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is kpiSi = 27rNioad — Ws — AW. The synchronous condition requires the recovery of
the initial phase at the start of the i+lth segment, i.e. kpi+iSi = 27rNioad — Ws. In
other words, the matching condition is given by
- Ws - AW = 2vNload - Ws
We write kpi+i = kpi + ^|A^, where A£ is the width of the ith segment. In the
continuum limit, after some algebra it leads to
kp dz (2<jrNioad-^s) dz 2(2<KNioad - Ws)c
The first equality is the Katsouleas5 condition for synchronous acceleration. The
frequency of the laser pulse is denoted by o;0. To evaluate the number density
variation within the horn, we first recall that the frequency of plasma waves is
proportional to the square-root of the number density. Thus the z-dependence
of all three quantities: the number density of the plasma medium, the frequency
and the wave number of plasma waves, may be specified by a single z-dependent
function ^ ( z ) . In particular, one may write
n(z) = noC(^) 5 Up(z) = ^poCOO? an(l kp(z) = kpQ£(z), (16)
Substituting Eq.(16) into Eq.(15) gives
1 dk I dC 1 o& „_ __ _ _ _ _ _____________
k dz C dz 2(27rNload - Ws)c wg '
To the extent one neglects the pump-depletion effect [14], i.e. the loss of laser pulse
energy as it traverses through the horn, the intensity and the frequency of the laser
pulse is assumed to be constant. Integrating over Eq. (17) leads to
In a similar fashion pump depletion effect and the adiabatic invariance can be
included in our scheme, however it involves significant amount of algebra and is left
for [11]. All this leads to modifications in the longitudinal and transverse transfer
map. Here we discuss only the numerical results. For the present synchronous
acceleration case, there is no quarter- wavelength restriction, so the tube length can
a priori vary over a range of values. We have verified that the emittance degradation
is also not too sensitive to the loading number. Here is an illustrative case [11].
The tube length is 0.35m and the loading number is 5. The density variation per
horn is 7%, with the acceleration energy per stage 2.08 GeV, which is comparable
to that of the CTHY model. In Figure 5 [11], curve-a corresponds to the case where
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FIGURE 5. The emittance degradation for three cases of the horn model.
Curve-a: W = 0.15 rad
Curve-b: * = 0.04 rad
Curve-c: W = 0.04 rad and a = 0.0001 rad
100
^ls = 0.15 rad. Here the final emittance is e = 237nm ~ 108e05 which is in the same
ball park as that of the CTHY model. So far we have not gained much ground.
The important case is curve-b, which is the case where Ws = 0.04 rad. It has a final
emittance e = 31.7nm ~ 14.5e0, which is about an order of magnitude reduction
compared to that of the CTHY model. The interim emittance for this case [11]
is shown in Figure 5-1 and with an amplified scale in Figure 5-2. The emittance
degradation is sensitive to the longitudinal phase spread of the beam which for all
cases considered up to now has been taken to be a^ = 0.01 rad. Curve-c illustrates
the case for a negligibly small value of the spread, i.e. a^ = 0.0001 rad. Here the
final emittance is given by c = 8.4nm ^ 3.8e0. See [11] for more details.
EMITTANCE MINIMIZATION CONTROL OF LWFA
In this section we describe preliminary results of our studies on active feedback
[17] (and feed forward) control of beams of the LWFA based collider. In the past
we introduced the feedforward control of laser optics by the neural net in order
to minimize the jitter of the mirror positions [18]. The idea here is to correct the
stage positions based on the measurements of the final emittance only rather than
to "measure" more difficult quantities of the beam. This is the entropy minimiza-
tion strategy. We implemented this strategy in our model CTHY. In our computer
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code, each transverse stage displacement consists of two parts: constant (in time),
with a magnitude in the micron range and random (in time), with a magnitude in
the submicron range. After each shot a stage is moved transversely by a certain
fraction of a micron. If the emittance is decreased the new position is accepted
otherwise the previous position is reset. As a result the emittance can be signifi-
cantly reduced if the stochastic (in time) jitter is not very large. Typical runs are
shown in Figure 6. However, there are several problems: after adjustments the
stages are still misaligned (the algorithm finds local minima of the emittance) and
correspondingly the beam centroid is usually kicked too much, this method reduces
the emittance by a large factor when the emittance growth is large but does not
work that well for smaller emittance growth. As a future plan we want to incorpo-
rate the beam centroid position in the algorithm and also study the efficacy of the
algorithm in different accelerator scenarios.
FIGURE 6. The improved control of emittance by feedback control to minimize beam entropy
(final emittance). The transverse normalized emittance and stage positions in 20 (upper row) and
200 (lower row) stage units. Magnitude of the constant in time misalignment is 2^m and of the
stochastic one is 0.1/^m
CONCLUSIONS
Emittance control in a high energy accelerator is of crucial importance. In pre-
vious work we identified main effects that degrade the emittance of the beam in
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plasma wakefield based collider. In this paper we considered various methods for
emittance control and discussed their efficacy and applicability.
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